Discover. Analyze. Automate.
Accelerate Your Customers’
Automation Journey

THE KRYON PARTNER PROGRAM
Welcome to Kryon
Kryon is the leader in enterprise automation, offering the only platform in the market which
encompasses both Process Discovery and Robotic Process Automation (RPA). This end-to-end
solution maximizes ROI, cuts overhead costs and accelerates implementation time by 80%. Powered
by proprietary AI technology, Kryon Process DiscoveryTM automatically generates a comprehensive
picture of business processes, evaluates them, and then recommends which ones to automate.
Kryon RPA enables a wide variety of businesses; empowering companies to perform tasks at a
higher level of proficiency while optimizing individual and group effectiveness.

The Kryon Partner Program
The Kryon Partner Program is our framework for a joint working relationship. Our goal is to engage with
committed partners, who recognize the explosive growth and value of the RPA market, and want to work
with a solution provider like Kryon to drive new levels of automation in the market
Our program offers a wide range of sales and training development courses to rapidly achieve competency
and certification in a market-leading solution. Additionally, we offer competitive discount allowances tied to
annual product revenue achievements.
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Why Partner with Kryon?
Join Kryon to accelerate innovation and automation
outcomes. We offer you the tools to learn, develop,
test, certify, and market your solutions, while promoting
complementary offerings.
 Partner with the leading vendor known for its businesscentric approach and its unique end-to-end automation
technology innovations
 Increase sales and execute plans that help drive greater
awareness and pipeline development
 Participate in deal registration
 Work with a dedicated Kryon channel manager
 Receive professional sales & marketing support
 Gain free access to the Kryon Academy, our online and
classroom training and certification portal
 Be the first to know: access the Kryon Partner Portal, our
resource site providing a wealth of industry information,
competitive positioning, presentation templates, use
cases and testimonials that can be used in your on-going
sales campaigns

Our Partner Eco-System
Kryon works with and supports a wide variety of partner types
to engage customers.
 Value Added Resellers
 Advisories and Alliance Partners
 Systems Integrators
 Co-Selling Partners

Let’s Succeed Together
Kryon is committed to building and leading the market with
our partners. We are focused on creating the best RPA
solutions for continuous process optimization and Kryon
looks forward to having dedicated partners on this journey
with us.

For more information, please contact your Kryon Channel Manager
or contact us at partners@kryonsystems.com
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